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Abstract

I interned in ALICE experiment in the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) after
the third year of studying Applied Physics (minor Computational Physics) at the Faculty of Physics at
the Warsaw University of Technology. The internship began on 15th July 2018 and lasted until 29th
September 2018. I was supervised by Andreas Morsch and worked together with collaborators from
my faculty: Małgorzata Janik, Łukasz Graczykowski, Maciek Buczyński, Gabryiela Moryc, Ewa
Łobejko, Piotr Spinalski and Wioleta Rzȩsa. During the internship I have learned basic concepts of
High Energy Physics, I have done shifts in the ALICE experiment control room as a DQM shifter.
I have also analysed two particle angular correlations (∆η∆ϕ) in p-Pb collisions. The results of my
work are presented in this document.
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1 Introduction1

During my summer internship at CERN I took part in the following activities2

1. Taking shifts at the ALICE control room3

2. Analysing data gathered by the ALICE experiment4

3. Presenting results of my work on internal collaboration meetings5

My task was to analyse two particle angular correlations (∆η∆ϕ) in p-Pb collisions and compare with6

the results from p-p collisions. In proton-proton correlation functions there was observed a strange anti-7

correlation shape for baryon-baryon pairs [1]. The main point of this analysis is to look at a different8

collision type (p-Pb) and check if the same shapes are observed in baryon-baryon correlations.9

In section 1.1 a brief descritpion of CERN is provided with some additional information about ALICE10

experiment. Section 1.2 goes into details of the shifts in ALICE control room, in particular the DQM11

shifts that I performed. In sections 4 and 5 I provide theoretical description of the analysis I performed.12

In sections 6 and 7 I compare different types of data reconstruction and different datasets analysed in this13

work. In section 9 I present the results of the analysis.14

1.1 CERN, LHC and ALICE15

1.1.1 CERN16

CERN (Conseil Europen pour la Recherche Nuclaire) [2] is a European research organisation which17

main area of research is particle physics. The studies conducted at CERN require high energy particles18

which are provided by various accelerators including the biggest particle accelerator in the world, the19

LHC. The organisation was founded in 1954 and the main site is located at the Franco-Swiss border near20

Geneva.21

CERN gives scientist access to tools that allow to test the predictions and the limits of the Standard22

Model. The model is a system of equations that describe how everything in the observable universe is23

made of fundamental particles and how they interact with each other. Scientific research conducted at24

CERN leads to many discoveries such as the confirmation of existence of the Higgs boson in 2012, but25

also the technology developed during the research is helpful in other fields, for example Hadron Therapy26

in nuclear medicine [3].27

1.1.2 LHC28

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [4] is the world’s biggest particle accelerator. It was built in a 27 km29

long tunnel located 100 meters below ground level. Inside the tunnel superconducting magnets guide30

the beam of protons and a number of accelerating structures increases the energy of particles. Two high-31

energy particle beams travel in opposite directions inside the LHC and intersect in four points creating32

collisions with center of mass energy up to 13 TeV. At the points of intersection four experiments gather33

data generated from the collisions.34

ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) is a general-purpose experiment designed to test the predictions of35

the standard model by discovering particles that prove or disprove it. It is also used to search for physics36

beyond standard model [5].37

CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) is also a general purpose experiment, but uses a diffrent technical38

solutions than ATLAS. Because of that the two experiments can confirm each others discoveries [6].39
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ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) is the main detector used for studying heavy-ion collisions.40

It studies the properties of quark-gluon plasma (see section 1.1.3).41

LHCb (Large Hadron Collider beauty) studies differences between matter and antimatter. It tries to42

answer th matter-antimatter assymetry in the universe by looking at the beauty quarks decays [7].43

1.1.3 ALICE44

ALICE experiment focuses on heavy ion collisions. In those collision types one can observe quark-45

gluon plasma (QGP) – a state of matter that can exist at very high temperature and density [8]. The46

temperatures during heavy ion collisions are more than 100,000 times hotter than the centre of the Sun,47

and generate conditions similar to those that occurred shortly after the Big Bang.48

Fig. 1.1: The ALICE detector [9].

ALICE consists of 18 sub-detectors that allow particle tracking (ITS, TPC, TRD), particle identification49

(TOF, HMPID), measuring particle energy (PHOS, EMCAL, PMD, FMD) and giving information about50

the collision (ZDC, V0, T0). All of these detectors work together to supply the most precise measure-51

ments of the QGP.52

1.2 Shifts in ALICE53

1.2.1 Overview54

During the stay at CERN I had DQM (Data Quality Manager) [10] shifts in the ALICE control room.55

Before coming to CERN I attended DQM classes to get to know what will be the tasks during the shift.56

I passed a test to confirm my understanding of the responsibilities. I also was trained for SLIMOS (Shift57

Leader In Matters Of Safety) duties.58

The first 3 shifts were training where I worked together with the DQM shifter and learned the practical59

details connected with the shift. The third training shift was a “shadow shift” were I was performing60

all the actions with the supervision of the DQM shifter. After my training shifts I took 6 real shifts (261

morning, 2 afternoon and 2 night). During two of the shifts I also had to perform SLIMOS duties.62
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1.2.2 Duties as a DQM shifter63

The Data Quality Manager shifter is responsible for ensuring that the data from the detectors is valid.64

During the data taking period they constantly observe histograms containing readouts from ALICE de-65

tectors. Based on training and suggestions from the online documentation (TWiki) the shifter decides66

if the registered data is correct. If any problems occur with any of the detectors, the shifter informs the67

Shift Leader and the detector expert on-call to resolve the issue as fast as possible.68

2 Analysis software69

The analysis was performed using the AliFemto package which is a part of AliRoot framework:70

Code directory: PWGCF/FEMTOSCOPY/ ( AliFemto and AliFemtoUser)71

Task used: PWGCF/FEMTOSCOPY/macros/Train/AddTaskFemto.C72

Configuration macros used: PWGCF/FEMTOSCOPY/macros/Train/DEtaDPhi HN/73

Analysis was run in ALICE LEGO Trains.74

Numbers of exemplary train runs:75

– For correlation functions analysis: 2010, 2012, 2013 (in CF pPb train)76

– For per trigger yields: 2007, 2008, 2009 (in CF pPb train)77

– For efficiency tasks: 602, 603, 604 (in CF pPb MC train)78

Macros used for obtaining all plots in this analysis can be found on cernbox:79

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN80

Macro for drawing 2D correlation functions for data and MC reconstructions:81

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/CorrelationsAnalysis/drawHistograms.C82

Macros for for comaprison of ∆ϕ projections for data and MC reconstructions:83

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/CorrelationsAnalysis/comparePass.C84

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/CorrelationsAnalysis/compareAlltoFAST.C85

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/CorrelationsAnalysis/compareDatasets.C86

Macro for purity efficiency and contamination calculations:87

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/MonteCarloAnalysis/PurityContaminationLambdas.C88

Macros for obtaining per trigger yields:89

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/perTriggerYield/convert.C90

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/perTriggerYield/drawPiKP.C91

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/perTriggerYield/displayPiKP.C92

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/perTriggerYield/drawPiKPmult.C93
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/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/perTriggerYield/displayPiKPmult.C94

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/perTriggerYield/drawPiKPpT.C95

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/perTriggerYield/displayPiKPpT.C96

Macros for comparing per trigger yields and correlation functions:97

/eos/user/m/majanik/CERN/2018/macros/HN/perTriggerYield/comaprePTY.C98
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3 Data analysis99

3.1 Data sample100

3.1.1 ALICE collision data101

The data used in this analysis come from p-Pb collisions at centre of mass collision energy
√

s = 5.02 TeV102

and
√

s = 8.16 TeV registered by the ALICE in the 2016 (productions: LHC16q, LHC16t, LHC16r and103

LHC16s). The Analysis Object Data (AOD) files have been used. This analysis uses runs suggested by104

the Data Processing Group (DPG) for analysis with PID [11].105

The following runs have been used:106

– 5.02 TeV107

– p-Pb, LHC16q (field ++): 265525, 265521, 265501, 265500, 265499, 265435, 265427, 265426, 265425, 265424,108

265422, 265421, 265420, 265419, 265388, 265387, 265385, 265384, 265383, 265381, 265378, 265377, 265344, 265343,109

265342, 265339, 265338, 265336, 265334, 265332, 265309110

– p-Pb, LHC16t (field ++): 266318, 266317, 266316, 266208, 266197, 266196, 266187, 265754, 265744, 265607,111

265596, 265594112

– 8.16 TeV113

– p-Pb, LHC16r (field ++): 266318, 266317, 266316, 266208, 266197, 266196, 266187, 265754, 265744, 265607,114

265596, 265594115

– Pb-p, LHC16s (field ++): 267110, 267081, 267077, 267072, 267070, 267030, 266998, 266997, 266994, 266993,116

266944, 266886, 266885, 266883, 266882, 266437117

During some parts of the datataking period, parts of the SDD detector were turned off. Because of that118

three different reconstructions were performed during the pass1 processing [12]:119

– pass1 FAST are the events that did not have SDD available during the data taking.120

– pass1 CENT wSDD includes all the events that had SDD detector turned on during readout and121

were reconstructed using it in the tracking.122

– pass1 CENT woSDD includes events that had SDD detector turned on but did not include SDD123

in the tracking during reconstruction.124

In this analysis three reconstructions were compared to determine which one was best suited. The com-125

parison can be found in section 6.126

3.1.2 Monte Carlo data127

This analysis uses EPOS-LHC and DPMJET General purpose Monte Carlo productions anchored to the128

data taking periods listed in 3.1.1. EPOS-LHC, LHC17f2a is anchored to LHC16q and LHC16t, EPOS-129

LHC, LHC17f3a is anchored to LHC16r, and EPOS-LHC, LHC17f4a is anchored to LHC16s [11].130

– EPOS-LHC, LHC17f2a cent fix: 265309, 265332, 265334, 265335, 265336, 265338, 265339,131

265342, 265343, 265344, 265377, 265378, 265381, 265383, 265384, 265385, 265387, 265388,132

265419, 265420, 265421, 265422, 265424, 265425, 265426, 265427, 265435, 265499, 265500,133

265501, 265521, 265525, 267163, 267164, 267165, 267166134

– EPOS-LHC, LHC17f2a cent woSDD fix: 265309, 265332, 265334, 265335, 265336, 265338,135

265339, 265342, 265343, 265344, 265377, 265378, 265381, 265383, 265384, 265385, 265387,136

265388, 265419, 265420, 265421, 265422, 265424, 265425, 265426, 265427, 265435, 265499,137

265500, 265501, 265521, 265525, 267163, 267164, 267165, 267166138
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– EPOS-LHC, LHC17f2a fast fix: 265309, 265332, 265334, 265335, 265336, 265338, 265339,139

265342, 265343, 265344, 265377, 265378, 265381, 265383, 265384, 265385, 265387, 265388,140

265419, 265420, 265421, 265422, 265424, 265425, 265426, 265427, 265435, 265499, 265500,141

265501, 265521, 265525, 267163, 267164, 267165, 267166142

– EPOS-LHC, LHC17f3a cent fix: 265594, 265596, 265607, 265697, 265698, 265700, 265701,143

265705, 265709, 265713, 265714, 265741, 265742, 265744, 265746, 265754, 265756, 265788,144

265789, 265795, 265797, 266034, 266074, 266076, 266081, 266083, 266084, 266085, 266086,145

266117, 266187, 266189, 266190, 266193, 266196, 266197, 266208, 266296, 266299, 266300,146

266304, 266305, 266316, 266317, 266318147

– EPOS-LHC, LHC17f3a cent woSDD fix: 265594, 265596, 265607, 265697, 265698, 265700,148

265701, 265705, 265709, 265713, 265714, 265741, 265742, 265744, 265746, 265754, 265756,149

265788, 265789, 265795, 265797, 266034, 266074, 266076, 266081, 266083, 266084, 266085,150

266086, 266117, 266187, 266189, 266190, 266193, 266196, 266197, 266208, 266296, 266299,151

266300, 266304, 266305, 266316, 266317, 266318152

– EPOS-LHC, LHC17f3a fast fix: 266316, 266317, 266318153

– EPOS-LHC, LHC17f4a cent fix: 266437, 266438, 266439, 266441, 266487, 266492, 266543,154

266549, 266881, 266882, 266883, 266885, 266886, 266944, 266993, 266994, 266997, 266998,155

267030, 267070, 267072, 267077, 267081, 267110156

– EPOS-LHC, LHC17f4a cent woSDD fix: 266437, 266438, 266439, 266441, 266487, 266492,157

266543, 266549, 266881, 266882, 266883, 266885, 266886, 266944, 266993, 266994, 266997,158

266998, 267030, 267070, 267072, 267077, 267081, 267110159

– EPOS-LHC, LHC17f4a fast fix: 266998160

– DPMJET, LHC18f3 cent 2: 265309, 265332, 265334, 265335, 265336, 265338, 265339, 265342,161

265343, 265344, 265377, 265378, 265381, 265383, 265384, 265385, 265387, 265388, 265419,162

265420, 265421, 265422, 265424, 265425, 265426, 265427, 265435, 265499, 265500, 265501,163

265521, 265525, 267163, 267164, 267165, 267166164

– DPMJET, LHC18f3 cent woSDD 2: 265309, 265332, 265334, 265335, 265336,265338, 265339,165

265342, 265343, 265344,265377, 265378, 265381, 265383, 265384,265385, 265387, 265388,166

265419, 265420,265421, 265422, 265424, 265425, 265426,265427, 265435, 265499, 265500,167

265501,265521, 265525, 267163, 267164, 267165,267166168

– DPMJET, LHC18f3 fast 2: 265309, 265332, 265334, 265335, 265336,265338, 265339, 265342,169

265343, 265344,265377, 265378, 265381, 265383, 265384,265385, 265387, 265388, 265419,170

265420,265421, 265422, 265424, 265425, 265426,265427, 265435, 265499, 265500, 265501,265521,171

265525, 267163, 267164, 267165,267166172
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3.2 Event selection173

Following event selection was applied:174

– Trigger and rejection of background events have been done with SelectCollisionCandidates method175

from AliAnalysisTaskSE. AliVEvent::kINT7 trigger was set.176

– Pile-up events were rejected, using IsPileUpEvent method from AliAnalysisUtils.177

1. 2nd argument of PhysicsSelection was set to true.178

2. MV (multiple vertices) method for event based pile up rejection was used.179

– Only events within |zvtx|< 10 cm of the center of TPC were selected.180

The events that passed all the cuts are analysed without any multiplicity selection.181

3.3 Track selection182

Several filter bits were used to determine the best fitting one for the analysis:183

– filter bit 96 – global tracks with strict DCA (32 + 64, where 32 requires at least one cluster in the184

SPD and 64 requires at least one cluster in the SDD) Default filter bit. It is used as default one,185

since this analysis focuses on the primary particles (strict DCA).186

– filter bit 768 – hybrid tracks.187

– filter bit 128 (FB 1<<7) – TPC Only tracks.188

Additional cuts were also applied for all of those track cuts sets. The cuts were the same as in the p-p189

analysis performed previously:190

– |η | ≤ 0.8191

– pT ≤ 2.5 GeV/c192

– To reduce contamination from background and secondary particles, additional cuts on transverse193

momentum were applied for each of the analysed particles:194

– Protons: 0.5≤ pT GeV/c195

– Kaons: 0.3≤ pT GeV/c196

– Pions: 0.2≤ pT GeV/c197

– For Λ particles in addition to η and pT , cuts on properties of decay products were applied:198

– Lambdas (V0) |η |< 0.8199

– Lambdas (V0) 0.6≤ pT GeV/c200

– p( p̄) daughter 0.3≤ pT ≤ 4 GeV/c201

– π−(π+) daughter 0.16≤ pT ≤ 4 GeV/c202

– Secondary particle identification Nσ ,T PC < 5203

– DCA of V0 to PV< 0.5 cm204

– DCA between daughter tracks ≤ 1cm205
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– DCA of daughters to PV ≥ 0.06 cm206

– Cosine pointing angle ≥ 0.99207

– V0 radius > 0.5 cm208

– Λ mass acceptance window mΛDPG−0.0038≤ mV 0 ≤ mΛDPG +0.0038 GeV/c2
209

In figures 3.1, 3.3 and 3.5 there are shown basic quality assurance plots (pT , η , ϕ and 2D ηϕ distri-210

butions) for p-Pb 5.02 TeV analysis. The same quality assurance plots for p-Pb 8.16 TeV analysis are211

shown in plots 3.2, 3.4 and 3.6.212

(a) LHC16q, pass1 CENT wSDD

(b) LHC16q, pass1 CENT woSDD

(c) LHC16q, pass1 FAST

(d) LHC16t, pass1 CENT wSDD

(e) LHC16t, pass1 CENT woSDD

(f) LHC16t, pass1 FAST

Fig. 3.1: Distributions of pT and η for different particle types in p-Pb 5.02 TeV analysis with different
types of data reconstruction, with filter bit 96.
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(a) LHC16r, pass1 CENT wSDD

(b) LHC16r, pass1 CENT woSDD

(c) LHC16r, pass1 FAST

(d) LHC16s, pass1 CENT wSDD

(e) LHC16s, pass1 CENT woSDD

(f) LHC16s, pass1 FAST

Fig. 3.2: Distributions of pT and η for different particle types in p-Pb 5.02 TeV analysis with different
types of data reconstruction, with filter bit 96.
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(a) LHC16q, pass1 CENT wSDD

(b) LHC16q, pass1 CENT woSDD

(c) LHC16q, pass1 FAST

(d) LHC16t, pass1 CENT wSDD

(e) LHC16t, pass1 CENT woSDD

(f) LHC16t, pass1 FAST

Fig. 3.3: Distributions of ϕ for different particle types in p-Pb
5.02 TeV analysis with different types of data reconstruction,
with filter bit 96.

(a) LHC16q, pass1 CENT wSDD

(b) LHC16q, pass1 CENT woSDD

(c) LHC16q, pass1 FAST

(d) LHC16t, pass1 CENT wSDD

(e) LHC16t, pass1 CENT woSDD

(f) LHC16t, pass1 FAST

Fig. 3.4: Distributions of ϕ for different particle types in p-Pb
8.16 TeV analysis with different types of data reconstruction,
with filter bit 96.
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Fig. 3.5: η−ϕ distributions for LHC16q (left) and LHC16t (right) 5.02 TeV, for different particle types.

Fig. 3.6: η−ϕ distributions for LHC16r (left) and LHC16s (right) 8.16 TeV, for different particle types.
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3.4 Particle identification213

Particle identification (PID) was performed on each tack using TPC and TOF detectors. Identification214

was based on Nσ method, where sigma in TPC is the standard deviation from Bethe-Bloch dE/dx energy215

loss curves or in TOF the time-of-flight deviation from expected particle arrival time.216

For this analysis combined cuts from TPC and TOF Nσ were used:217

– for particles with pT < 0.5 GeV/c only TPC information is used: Nσ ,PID = Nσ ,T PC < 2.0218

– for particles with pT > 0.5 GeV/c : Nσ ,PID =
√

N2
σ ,T PC +N2

σ ,TOF < 2.0219

Additionally, track rejection was used to improve sample purity. If the track passed PID Nσ cuts with220

Nσ ,PID = 3 for more than one particle species (in the set of pions, kaons and protons), it was rejected.221

In figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 are reported QA plots for PID. The reported distributions were taken from222

analysis with filter bit 96 (global tracks) and reconstruction type pass1 CENT wSDD. However, the223

distributions were also check for other filter bits and reconstructions without SDD and no significant224

differences were observed.225

Fig. 3.7: Distributions for filter bit 96 (Global Tracks) for combined LHC16q and LHC16t data samples,
reconstruction pass1 CENT wSDD. Top row: for pions, Middle row: for kaons, bottom row: for protons.
Left: dE/dx distribution as function of momentum, Right: TOF time distribution.
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Fig. 3.8: Distributions for filter bit 96 (Global Tracks) for combined LHC16r and LHC16s data samples,
reconstruction pass1 CENT wSDD. Top row: for pions, Middle row: for kaons, bottom row: for protons.
Left: dE/dx distribution as function of momentum, Right: TOF time distribution.

Fig. 3.9: Distributions for filter bit 96 (Global Tracks) for combined LHC16q and LHC16t data samples,
reconstruction pass1 CENT wSDD. Top row: for pions, Middle row: for kaons, bottom row: for protons.
Left: Nσ ,T PC, Right: Nσ ,TOF .
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Fig. 3.10: Distributions for filter bit 96 (Global Tracks) for combined LHC16r and LHC16s data samples,
reconstruction pass1 CENT wSDD. Top row: for pions, Middle row: for kaons, bottom row: for protons.
Left: Nσ ,T PC, Right: Nσ ,TOF .

3.5 Pair selection226

The standard femtoscopic cuts were applied in order to minimise the effects of track merging (identifying227

two particle tracks as one) and track splitting (identifying one particle as two separate tracks). The cuts228

are as follows:229

For π , K, p:230

– If a ratio of the number of times the two tracks share a cluster to the number of all clusters of both231

tracks in the TPC is larger than 5%, such pair is rejected.232

– Pairs of particles of invariant mass me+e− < 2 MeV/c and polar angle difference ∆θ < 0.008 rad233

are removed (e+e− pairs removal).234

For Λ particle additional cuts were applied for the daughter particles:235

– A separation cut: for each pair, the spatial separation between the same-sign daughters was mea-236

sured at several points throughout the TPC (every 20 cm radially from 80 cm to 250 cm) and237

averaged. If the average separation of either pair of like-sign tracks was below 3 cm, the Λ pair238

was rejected.239
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4 Two-particle angular correlations240

Two-particle angular correlations are calculated by looking at the differences in pseudorapidity and az-241

imuthal angle of those two particles. The process of selecting the pairs is described in detail in section242

3. Below is a brief explanation of measured properties of particles and the calculation of correlation243

function.244

4.1 Pseudorapidity245

Pseudorapidity η is a quantity commonly used in colliding beam experiments describing angle of particle246

with respect to the beam axis. It is defined as247

η =− ln
[

tan
(

θ

2

)]
, (4.1)

where θ is the polar angle between particle momentum p and the beam axis. A parameter (denoted by )248

frequently used in colliding beam experiments to express angles with respect to the axis of the colliding249

beams. It has the value 0 for particle trajectories that are perpendicular to the beam, and positive or250

negative values for those at an angle to the beam. As a function of particle momentum p pseudorapidity251

can be described as:252

η =
1
2

ln
(
|p|+ pL

|p|− pL

)
, (4.2)

where pL is the component of particle momentum along the beam axis. Pseudorapidity differences are253

Lorentz-invariant under longitudinal boosts. In ∆η∆ϕ analysis we measure difference of the pseudora-254

pidity between two particles which allows to compare correlations of particles with different mass.255

4.2 Azimuthal angle256

Azimuthal angle ϕ is the angle between positive x axis and projection of particle momentum vector onto257

the XY-plane.258

4.3 ∆η∆ϕ correlation function259

The correlation function is constructed as follows:260

C(∆η∆ϕ) =
Nmixed

pairs

Nsignal
pairs

S(∆η∆ϕ)

B(∆η∆ϕ)
, (4.3)

where S(∆η∆ϕ) is called the signal distribution and B(∆η∆ϕ) is called the background distribution261

(containing only the detector effects). The signal distribution is constructed from particle pairs coming262

from the same event:263

S(∆η∆ϕ) =
d2Nsignal

pairs

d∆ηd∆ϕ
, (4.4)

where Nsignal
pairs is the number of analysed pairs (π, p,K,Λ).264

The background distributions is constructed using event mixing procedure. Each particle in a given pair265

comes from a different event, which ensures that there should be no correlation between the particles,266

except for the effects connected with the detectors. Background is defined as:267

B(∆η∆ϕ) =
d2Nmixed

pairs

d∆ηd∆ϕ
, (4.5)

where Nmixed
pairs is the number of mixed pairs(π, p,K,Λ). To improve background estimation, each event268

is mixed with 10 other events similar in terms of primary vertex location and multiplicity. Detailed269

procedure of constructing correlation functions is described in [13].270
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4.4 Per trigger yield analysis271

In this analysis I also performed the per trigger yields analysis. It is a different type of analysis that allows272

to measure sample-averaged probability distribution of ∆ϕ and ∆η . Instead of looking at particle pairs273

from events, one takes so called “trigger” particle and an “associated” particle, and calculates differences274

in η and ϕ like in the correlation analysis, but with different scale on Z axis. By applying the same cuts275

for both trigger and associated particles we obtain results similar to correlation analysis.276

The yield of associated particles per trigger particle measured as a function of ∆η and ∆ϕ can be ex-277

pressed as:278

1
Ntrig

d2Nassoc

d∆ϕd∆η
=

S(∆ϕ,∆η)

B(∆ϕ,∆η)
, (4.6)

where:279

S(∆ϕ,∆η) =
1

Ntrig

d2Nsame

d∆ϕd∆η
, B(∆ϕ,∆η) =

1
αNtrig

d2Nmixed

d∆ϕd∆η
, (4.7)

are the yields calculated for particles coming from the same event ( S(∆ϕ,∆η) ) and from event mixing280

procedure ( B(∆ϕ,∆η) ) similarly to the correlation functions described in section 4.3. Background281

distribution is a normalized by α , so that the denominator of per trigger yield function is set to 1 at282

(∆ϕ,∆η) = (0,0). Analysis of per trigger yields allows to obtain results comparable to correlation283

functions, but is easier for selecting different multiplicity and transverse momentum ranges of analysed284

events.285
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5 Corrections286

The detectors used to identify particles are not perfect and cannot detect every particle generated in an287

event. To correct for detector inaccuracies one can perform the same analysis on Monte Carlo “recon-288

structed” events and Monte Carlo “truth” events. The “reconstructed” events contain only information289

about particles from simulated detector response. MC “truth” contains information about all particles290

generated by the Monte Carlo model. Comparing information from both sources allows to calculate how291

many particles have been identified properly, which can then be used to correct the data.292

5.1 Reconstruction efficiency and contamination293

Efficiency is defined as the ratio of number of particles measured in the detector to the number of particles294

measured by an ideal detector. This can be estimated by comparing number of reconstructed primary295

particles in Monte Carlo to the number of generated primary particles:296

ε =
Nsurvived

primaries

Ngenerated
primaries

. (5.1)

In figures 5.1 and 5.2 on the left is presented the dependence of the tracking efficiency on the transverse297

momentum for 5.02 TeV and 8.16 TeV collisions respectively. The efficiency was calculated separately298

for each of the particle types included in the analysis.299

We observe sudden decrease in efficiency around pT ≈ 0.5 GeV/c that appears due to the cut used in the300

PID procedure, which requires TOF signal for each track from pT above 0.5 GeV/c.301

Fig. 5.1: Efficiency (left) and secondary contamination (right), in p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV, as a function of pT

for different particles. Values calculated based on EPOS-LHC MC calculations.

Secondary contamination C is the fraction of unwanted non-primary particles in analysed sample:302

C =
Nsurvived

secondaries

Nsurvived
primaries +Nsurvived

secondaries
. (5.2)

By checking MC generator, one can see if the obtained was primary or not. This allows to calculate303

contamination of the sample. Contamination from secondary particles is presented in figures 5.1 and 5.2304

on the right for 5.02 TeV and 8.16 TeV collisions respectively.305
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Fig. 5.2: Efficiency (left) and secondary contamination (right), in p-Pb @ 8.16 TeV, as a function of pT

for different particles. Values calculated based on EPOS-LHC MC calculations.

For protons at low pT ranges secondary contamination is very high, which explains why the cut at 0.5306

GeV/c is required to maintain high purity of analysed sample.307

5.2 Correction factor308

Information about efficiency of reconstruction and contamination from secondary particles can be used to309

calculate correction factor. Correction factor should be applied for all particles, for both signal and back-310

ground distribution, to further minimise detector effects in the analysis. Correction factor f is defined311

as:312

f =
1−C

ε
. (5.3)

In figure 5.3 correction factor as a function of pT can be seen for 5.02 TeV (left) and 8.16 TeV (right).313

Fig. 5.3: Correction factor for different particle types in 5.02 TeV (left) and 8.16 TeV (right) p-Pb colli-
sions.

5.3 Purity314

Purity P of a sample can be defined as:315

P = 1−C. (5.4)
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In figure 5.4 one can see calculated purities for different particle types in 5.02 and 8.16 TeV p-Pb colli-316

sions, in pT range from 0.5 to 2.5 GeV/c. With applied cuts purity for all particles is very high across317

the whole range (above 0.93).318

Fig. 5.4: Purity for different particle types in 5.02 TeV (left) and 8.16 TeV (right) p-Pb collisions.

Particle type Purity
π+ 0.999923
π− 0.999921
K+ 0.985886
K− 0.985170
p 0.995189
p̄ 0.993922
Λ 0.983468
Λ̄ 0.984585

Table 5.1: Integrated purities for 5.02 TeV, EPOS
LHC17f2a cent.

Particle type Purity
π+ 0.999867
π− 0.999864
K+ 0.986375
K− 0.985778
p 0.994971
p̄ 0.993443
Λ 0.981590
Λ̄ 0.983240

Table 5.2: Integrated purities for 8.16 TeV, EPOS
LHC17f34f cent.

In tables 5.1 and 5.2 are presented purities of analysed sample integrated over the pT range. We see that319

purity of analysed sample is very high due to the cuts applied.320

Figure 5.5 contains plots for purity, efficiency and secondary contamination at higher transverse momen-321

tum ranges. We observe a drop in efficiency for kaons most noticeably, but for other particles as well.322

The purity of the sample seems to stay high, so it might be possible to loosen cuts or look at higher pT323

ranges in the future analysis. However, the statistical errors are getting very high, because of the low324

efficiency and low number of registered particles.325
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Fig. 5.5: Purity, efficiency and secondary contamination for different particle types at higher pT ranges
in 5.02 TeV (left column) and 8.16 TeV (right column) p-Pb collisions.
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6 Comparison of reconstruction types326

There were three types of reconstruction performed in pass1 processing of analysed data:327

– FAST – events that did not have SDD available during the data taking.328

– wSDD – events included SDD in the reconstruction.329

– woSDD –events without SDD included in the reconstruction.330

Different performance is expected for events with and without SDD detector included during the re-331

construction. The parameters important for this analysis are all worse in case of events without SDD332

including: slightly lower values for TPC-ITS track matching efficiency, less uniform azimuthal angle333

distribution of tracks matched to ITS, and worse resolution on the lambda and K0s invariant mass peaks.334

The Data Processing Group (DPG) suggests that analysis that does not need full statistics should use335

events reconstructed with SDD detector in the readout to get better performance.336

In figures 6.1 – 6.6 ∆ϕ projections of calculated correlation function are compared for both 5.02 TeV337

and 8.16 TeV datasets. In the comparison filter bit 96 (global tracks) was used. The top plots show338

projections of like-sign and unlike-sign pairs of different particle types. The bottom plots show the ratio339

of each reconstruction type to the FAST reconstruction.340

Based on the strange shapes observed for woSDD and FAST reconstructions around ∆ϕ = 0 region and341

the suggestion from the DPG for this analysis pass1 CENT wSDD reconstruction was chosen as the best342

fitting.343

Fig. 6.1: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different reconstructions. p-Pb 5.02 TeV, LHC16q,
like-sign pairs, filter bit 96.
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Fig. 6.2: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different reconstructions. p-Pb 5.02 TeV, LHC16q,
unlike-sign pairs, filter bit 96.

Fig. 6.3: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different reconstructions. p-Pb 5.02 TeV, LHC16t,
like-sign pairs, filter bit 96.
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Fig. 6.4: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different reconstructions. p-Pb 5.02 TeV, LHC16t,
unlike-sign pairs, filter bit 96.

Fig. 6.5: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different reconstructions. p-Pb 8.16 TeV, LHC16r,
like-sign pairs, filter bit 96.
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Fig. 6.6: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different reconstructions. p-Pb 8.16 TeV, LHC16r,
unlike-sign pairs, filter bit 96.

Fig. 6.7: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different reconstructions. Pb-p 8.16 TeV, LHC16s,
like-sign pairs, filter bit 96.
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Fig. 6.8: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different reconstructions. Pb-p 8.16 TeV, LHC16s,
unlike-sign pairs, filter bit 96.

7 Comparison of datasets344

Increasing number of analysed events decreases statistical errors connected with calculation of correla-345

tion function. To increase the statistics one can add data from data taking periods with similar detector346

and collision settings. In this section datasets from 5.02 TeV (LHC16q, LHC16t) and 8.16 TeV (LHC16r,347

LHC16s) p-Pb collisions are compared in order to determine if they can be added together to increase348

statistics.349

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the ∆ϕ projections comparison of datasets in 5.02 TeV collisions for like-sign350

and unlike-sign pairs. Figures 7.3 and 7.4 show the the same comparison for 8.16 TeV collisions. In the351

top plots can be seen the ∆ϕ projections, and the bottom plots are the ratio of one dataset to another.352

From the comparison one can see that only statistical differences are visible, which allows adding the353

datasets to increase number of events included in the analysis. The further steps of the analysis were354

performed on datasets added together for both collision energies.355
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Fig. 7.1: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different datasets. Pb-p 5.02 TeV, like-sign pairs,
pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96.

Fig. 7.2: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different datasets. Pb-p 5.02 TeV, unlike-sign pairs,
pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96.
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Fig. 7.3: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different datasets. Pb-p 8.16 TeV, like-sign pairs,
pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96.

Fig. 7.4: Comparison of ∆ϕ projections of different datasets. Pb-p 8.16 TeV, unlike-sign pairs,
pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96.
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8 Pile-up studies356

At first, this analysis was performed with pile-up rejection settings the same as for pp analysis at 7 TeV.357

The intensity of the beams in 2010, when the data was taken, was lower than in 2016. Because of that358

we wanted to investigate the influence of pile-up on our analysis. In order to do that three correlation359

functions were calculated with different type of pile-up cuts each.:360

a – correlation function without cuts from AliEventCuts(), only basic pile-up rejection cuts361

Reader−> SetMinPl pContribSPD(minPl pContribSPD);362

Reader−> SetIsPileU pEvent(i f IsPileU p);363

364

b – correlation function with event based cuts from AliEventCuts()365

Reader−> SetIsPileU pEvent(kT RUE);366

Reader−> SetUseMV Pl pSelection(kT RUE);367

Reader−> SetTrackPileU pRemoval(kFALSE);368

369

370

c – correlation function with event and track based cuts371

Reader−> SetIsPileU pEvent(kT RUE);372

Reader−> SetUseMV Pl pSelection(kT RUE);373

Reader−> SetTrackPileU pRemoval(kT RUE);374

Reader−> SetV 0PileU pRemoval(kT RUE);//i f analysishasLambdas375

Reader−> SetCascadePileU pRemoval(kT RUE);//i f analysishasXi376

377

In figures 8.1 – 8.6 all three correlation functions are compared for different particle types. We see that378

the differences after the cuts are very small and do not affect the correlation function in a significant way.379

The differences produce peculiar shapes, especially for pions and kaons, which might be connected to380

some detector effect.381

Fig. 8.1: Correlation functions with event based cuts from AliEventCuts() divided by correlation func-
tions with only basic pile-up rejection cuts, unlike-sign pairs
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Fig. 8.2: Correlation functions with event based cuts from AliEventCuts() divided by correlation func-
tions with only basic pile-up rejection cuts, like-sign pairs

Fig. 8.3: Correlation functions with event based cuts from AliEventCuts() divided by correlation function
with event and track based cuts, unlike-sign pairs
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Fig. 8.4: Correlation functions with event based cuts from AliEventCuts() divided by correlation func-
tions with event and track based cuts, like-sign pairs

Fig. 8.5: Correlation functions with event and track based cuts divided by correlation functions with only
basic pile-up rejection cuts, unlike-sign pairs
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Fig. 8.6: Correlation functions with event and track based cuts divided by correlation functions with only
basic pile-up rejection cuts, like-sign pairs
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9 Results382

This analysis was performed separately for different particle pairs listed in table 9.1.383

Like-sign pairs Unlike-sign pairs
π+π++π−π− π+π−

K+K++K−K− K+K−

pp+ p̄ p̄ pp̄
pΛ+ p̄Λ̄ pΛ̄+ p̄Λ

ΛΛ+ Λ̄Λ̄ ΛΛ̄

Table 9.1: List of all particle pairs used in the analysis.

9.1 ∆η∆ϕ correlation functions384

The ∆η∆ϕ correlation functions obtained from the analysis are presented in figures 9.1, 9.2 for the385

5.02 TeV p-Pb data and in figures 9.3, 9.4 for the 8.16 TeV p-Pb data. We see that in p-Pb collisions386

correlation function shape is very similar to pp collisions and the anti-correlation for baryon–baryon387

correlations is still visible.388

Fig. 9.1: ∆η∆ϕ correlation function for different particle pair types, unlike-sign pairs, p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV,
LHC16qt, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96
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Fig. 9.2: ∆η∆ϕ correlation function for different particle pair types, like-sign pairs, p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV,
LHC16qt, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96

Fig. 9.3: ∆η∆ϕ correlation function for different particle pair types, unlike-sign pairs, p-Pb @ 8.16 TeV,
LHC16rs, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96
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Fig. 9.4: ∆η∆ϕ correlation function for different particle pair types, like-sign pairs, p-Pb @ 8.16 TeV,
LHC16rs, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96
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9.2 Comparison to MC reconstructions389

First in this analysis we tried Monte Carlo production from EPOS-LHC generator. However, the shapes390

of correlation functions produced by this model were very different from real data. In figures 9.5 and391

9.6 are presented correlation functions for 5.02 TeV and in figures 9.7, 9.8 correlation functions for392

8.16 TeV. This model does not reproduce proton-lead collisions correctly, the shapes is more similar to393

correlation functions observed for Pb-Pb collisions.394

Fig. 9.5: ∆η∆ϕ correlation function from EPOS Monte Carlo reconstruction, unlike-sign pairs,
p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV, LHC18f3, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96

Fig. 9.6: ∆η∆ϕ correlation function from EPOS Monte Carlo reconstruction, like-sign pairs,
p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV, LHC18f3, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96
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Fig. 9.7: ∆η∆ϕ correlation function from EPOS Monte Carlo reconstruction, unlike-sign pairs,
p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV, LHC18f3, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96

Because of the inaccuracies of the EPOS model we looked at another Monte Carlo reconstruction avail-395

able for p-Pb collisions and anchored to datasets used in the analysis – DPMJET. However, the newest396

version with corrected errors is only available for 5.02 TeV datasets.397

Fig. 9.8: ∆η∆ϕ correlation function from EPOS Monte Carlo reconstruction, like-sign pairs,
p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV, LHC18f3, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96
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In figures 9.9 and 9.10 are presented correlation functions calculated using the DPMJET Monte Carlo398

model. Figures 9.11 and 9.12 show comparison of ∆ϕ projections between 5.02 TeV data and MC399

reconstructed results. The top plots show the ∆ϕ projections and the bottom plots show the ratio of400

MC results to data. One can observe that for baryon-baryon correlations Monte Carlo models do not401

reproduce the anti-correlation shape correctly; we observe the same correlation as for other particle402

types.403

Fig. 9.9: ∆η∆ϕ correlation function from DPMJET Monte Carlo reconstruction, unlike-sign pairs,
p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV, LHC18f3, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96

Fig. 9.10: ∆η∆ϕ correlation function from DPMJET Monte Carlo reconstruction, like-sign pairs,
p-Pb @ 5.02 TeV, LHC18f3, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96
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Fig. 9.11: Comparison of data and Monte Carlo model, ∆ϕ projections for unlike-sign pairs, DPMJET
LHC18f3, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96.

Fig. 9.12: Comparison of data and Monte Carlo model, ∆ϕ projections for like-sign pairs, DPMJET
LHC18f3, pass1 CENT wSDD, filter bit 96.
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9.3 Comparison to 7 TeV pp results404

Figures 9.13 and 9.14 show comparison of ∆ϕ projections between 5.02 TeV, 8.16 TeV and previous405

results from proton-proton collisions analysis at 7 TeV. The top plots show the ∆ϕ projections and the406

bottom plots show the ratio of 5.02 TeV and 8.16 TeV results to p-p analysis results. It should be noted407

that observed differences could come from differences in multiplicities between different datasets.408

Fig. 9.13: Comparison of p-Pb and p-p analysis, ∆ϕ projections for unlike-sign pairs.

Fig. 9.14: Comparison of p-Pb and p-p analysis, ∆ϕ projections for like-sign pairs.
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9.4 Per trigger yield analysis results409

Figures 9.15 and 9.16 show the comparison of obtained yields per trigger to correlation functions for410

the same particle pair types in 5.02 TeV p-Pb collisions. This analysis was performed with one bin in411

transverse momentum and multiplicity, just like the correlation function analysis. The shapes are very412

similar, as expected, although the statistical fluctuations are smaller for the per trigger yields.413

Fig. 9.15: Comparison between per trigger yields (top row) and correlation function (bottom row) for
5.02 TeV unlike-sign pairs. Filter bit 96, pass1 CENT wSDD.

Fig. 9.16: Comparison between per trigger yields (top row) and correlation function (bottom row) for
5.02 TeV like-sign pairs. Filter bit 96, pass1 CENT wSDD.
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9.4.1 Binning in transverse momentum414

Yields per trigger in different transverse momentum ranges are shown in figures 9.17 - 9.22 for pions,415

kaons and protons. The analysis was performed for pT bins: (0.2 - 1.0), (1.0 - 2.0) and (2.0 - 4.0) GeV/c.416

The trigger particle transverse momentum is increasing on the plots looking from left to right, from top417

to bottom pT of the associated particle is increasing.418

Fig. 9.17: Yields per trigger for pions, 5.02 TeV like-sign pairs. Comparison of different pT ranges of
trigger and associated particle.

Fig. 9.18: Yields per trigger for pions, 5.02 TeV unlike-sign pairs. Comparison of different pT ranges of
trigger and associated particle.
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Fig. 9.19: Yields per trigger for kaons, 5.02 TeV like-sign pairs. Comparison of different pT ranges of
trigger and associated particle.

Fig. 9.20: Yields per trigger for kaons, 5.02 TeV unlike-sign pairs. Comparison of different pT ranges of
trigger and associated particle.
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Fig. 9.21: Yields per trigger for protons, 5.02 TeV like-sign pairs. Comparison of different pT ranges of
trigger and associated particle.

Fig. 9.22: Yields per trigger for protons, 5.02 TeV unlike-sign pairs. Comparison of different pT ranges
of trigger and associated particle.

One can see that the anti-correlation shape for proton-proton correlation function (Fig 9.21) is present419

for all transverse momentum ranges.420
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9.4.2 Binning in multiplicity421

Yields per trigger in different centrality ranges are shown in figures 9.23 - 9.25 for pions, kaons and pro-422

tons. By performing cuts in centrality of the collision one can control the multiplicity of the events.423

The analysis was performed for one bin in pT range, the same as in correlation function analysis.424

The anti-correlation shape for pp is visible for all centrality ranges.425

Fig. 9.23: Yields per trigger for pions, 5.02 TeV, like-sign pairs (top row) and unlike-sign pairs (bottom
row). Comparison of different centrality ranges.

Fig. 9.24: Yields per trigger for kaons, 5.02 TeV, like-sign pairs (top row) and unlike-sign pairs (bottom
row). Comparison of different centrality ranges.
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Fig. 9.25: Yields per trigger for protons, 5.02 TeV, like-sign pairs (top row) and unlike-sign pairs (bottom
row). Comparison of different centrality ranges.

In figures 9.26 and 9.27 all of the multiplicity ranges are compared on one plot in ∆ϕ and ∆η projections426

respectively for pions, kaons and protons. The yield functions were normalized to 0 at minimum value.427

Fig. 9.26: Yields per trigger for protons, 5.02 TeV, Comparison of different centrality ranges in ∆ϕ

projections.
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Fig. 9.27: Yields per trigger for protons, 5.02 TeV, Comparison of different centrality ranges in ∆η

projections.
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10 Summary428

During the summer internship I learned how the CERN organisation operates and got insight into work429

of particle physicists. I acquired knowledge about basics of particle and accelerator physics. Shifts in430

ALICE control room have helped me understand how particles are detected from collisions and later431

processed. I also got to know the responsibilities of managing a big part of the ALICE experiment. In432

my analysis I got to work with data obtained from the experiment and also from Monte Carlo Generators.433

Taking part in ALICE weekly meeting allowed me to observe how experts work and think. I have learned434

how to present results of my work to a broader audience.435

Supervisor’s signature436
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